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- What if workers saw the people in front of them
as contributors not clients, people not cases?
- What if they saw them as advisors, experts,
community builders, organisers and holders
of wisdom?
- How might this view fundamentally
change practice?
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NAIDOC Week

Outside the Comfort Zone

My Life as a Car

A RAP Group speaks about how Aboriginal
cultures inspire them and sends a message
to all Australians.

Chris McCaw became curious about how
students make sense of different learning
environments.

What drives the choices we make when one
foot is on the accelerator and the other is on
the brake?
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Social Inclusion:
Is this the key to a paradigm shift?
Picture this scene: We are in the office and warehouse
building of Innovative Resources at Kangaroo Flat in
Central Victoria. It’s drizzling and grey outside, and the
clock is ticking dangerously close to 5pm. Blood sugar
levels are waning along with the light. John Bonnice,
practice mentor and one of the trainers here at Innovative
Resources, has arrived for a meeting to discuss his
workshop on social inclusion.

Practice mentor and trainer, John Bonnice.

Is social inclusion relevant to all services?
It’s applicable across the board whether you’re working in youth
services, family services, mental health services, or disability
services. It’s more than, ‘I’m just going to link someone to a sporting
club and they’re going to be a participant’. It’s about someone being
involved in creating that sporting opportunity or contributing to the
way a particular event or team is being run. Meaning comes out of
being an active participant in that process, rather than just being a
consumer of something. It’s the act of being a creator.

This is a topic John is passionate about. His enthusiasm, insight
and the power of his practice reflection questions begin to generate
sparks in the room.

What is the purpose of your social inclusion training?
To get people to think differently about those they’re working with.
Generally our system encourages a particular mind set. Workers
often don’t think about the person they’re working with as having
creativity, skills, and resources. We may say, ‘The client is an expert’,
but often we’re still putting people in a box. The training is about
getting people to ask questions like, ‘How is the person I’m working
with a teacher, a leader, an expert, a person with skills?’ The training
explores shifting the paradigm from the client as the consumer
receiving services from us, to seeing a person who can change
not just their own circumstances, but those of others as well.

• Is the way we think about the people we work with actually
preventing change?
• What if workers saw the people in front of them as advisors,
experts, community builders, entrepreneurs, and holders of wisdom?
• How might this paradigm shift fundamentally change practice?
We were intrigued, challenged and refreshed by the animated
discussion and wanted to share a taste of it with you. We hope these
ideas raise your energy levels too (even though we can’t scientifically
claim they will lower blood sugar).
What is social inclusion?
Social inclusion includes a range of dimensions. It is about economic
participation. This can be paid work, unpaid work or volunteering. It
is about being a learner and being involved in education. It is about
being a contributor to the community, not just a participant. It is about
seeing your skills recognised. Social inclusion is also about financial
inclusion and health inclusion. So it’s a range of dimensions and
you’ve got to work across all of them.

How does social inclusion work change the role of workers,
organisations and services?
The worker’s role changes from being the expert to being the
facilitator. One way that clients can be contributors is in the design,
delivery and governance of services. But the people we work with
have not traditionally been active in the design of the services we
deliver for them. So we have to ask ourselves: ‘Do we need to
make a shift in our approach because what we are designing is not
necessarily delivering the outcomes we hoped for?’

Why is social inclusion important?
What has enabled you to be the person you are? What do you get out
of your social inclusion? We see how our work and social participation
help build our confidence, self-esteem and sense of purpose. And we
often see the people we work with experiencing a sense of exclusion
and isolation; of not being a contributor within society. Asking a
different set of questions and exploring the things that would help
address this sense of exclusion in the community, and focusing on
what people can (and do) contribute in their everyday lives—that’s
the mind shift. In my experience, this approach has helped address a
range of things that hold people back. I think social inclusion work
is one of the real game changers.

One thing’s for sure, you’ve got have an agency or leadership that
promotes the culture of social inclusion. If the organisation doesn’t
have that culture, the workers won’t either. Organisations must be
willing to ask these questions about social inclusion. This can’t be
done by one organisation in isolation; it needs to be done across the
wider service sector. It’s about building a practice which sits across
a range of organisations and engages with the wider community
differently. Our organisation becomes a resource to the community, a
contributor to the community, bringing a set of skills and resources to
a community. The way workers view the person sitting in front of
them is absolutely critical.

WORKSHOP:

‘Contributors not clients? People not cases?
How does changing the way we think about
people fundamentally change practice?’

Social Inclusion: A Paradigm Shift That Will Change Practice
Tuesday 18 October; IR Training Room,
62 Collins Street, Kangaroo Flat;
$240 inc GST (includes all catering for the day)
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Notable

Days

Celebrating
NAIDOC Week!
‘NAIDOC stands for National Aborigines and Islanders
Day Observance Committee. NAIDOC Week is held
in the first full week of July. It is a time to celebrate
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander history, culture and
achievements and is an opportunity to recognise the
contributions that Indigenous Australians make to our
country and our society. We encourage all Australians
to participate in the celebrations and activities that take
place across the nation during NAIDOC Week.’

NAIDOC WEEK 2016: 3-10 JULY

Pauline Bolch
I am inspired by the richness and resilience of Aboriginal people.
My experience has always been that in being with, and working with,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island people I have the pleasure of
working with, they are very generous in sharing their teachings and
culture. It is very much a two-way learning journey with a healthy
respect for each other. The most inspiring aspect of this relationship
is the generosity of giving and receiving.

From the official NAIDOC website: www.naidoc.org.au

As a way of celebrating NAIDOC week, we invited the
RAP (Reconciliation Action Plan) Steering Group from
St Luke’s (now part of Anglicare Victoria) to respond to
two questions. Here are the inspiring and thoughtprovoking replies we received:

If you could send a message to all Australians
about Aboriginal cultures, what would it be?

Annette Shue
Aboriginal culture has so much to teach and show us. Are we willing
to learn, to respect, to take the time to hear, see and understand so
that we can grow as a people, as a community, as a nation?

What inspires you about Aboriginal cultures?

Annette Shue
The value of respect and honor—respect for the land and all who
dwell on it and for each other; spirituality—knowing that we are more
than just emotional, thinking human beings; connection—not only
to the land but to each other, the past, the present and the future;
creativity and beauty—expressed through so many artistic mediums
and relationships.

Leonie Plush
I feel Aboriginal culture accepts and embraces all cultures and
remains strong in its beliefs but able to change and grow and adapt to
stay strong.
Delwyn Hopkins
There is much that we can learn from the traditional owners of the
land—if we just took the time to watch and listen.

Leonie Plush
What inspires me about Aboriginal culture is that it is my culture—
although having very white skin, I feel connected and a belonging.

Michelle Quirk
As a nation we are so blessed to have such an awesome living
culture to share in. It is present in the ways that Indigenous
Australians hold themselves with pride, are honest about its
needs and share with the world its depth and diversity. We have
a responsibility to teach others about its past injustices, present
and future hope and to act in ways that assist to heal, flourish and
preserve this culture for present and future generations to live in and
appreciate.

Delwyn Hopkins
What inspires me is the connection to land, people, story and
spirituality; the respect and acceptance of the natural ebbs and flows
of the land and its seasons and working with this rather than trying to
control it.
Michelle Quirk
I am inspired at how deeply connected, proud and resilient Aboriginal
culture is and how incredibly generous Indigenous Australians are
in sharing their culture with the rest of the world. I look in on how
Aboriginal people—individually, in family groups and community—
carry that culture into their daily lives and I am envious of this great
connection.

Carolyn Wallace
If we all valued our relationships with people and our country above
other material and other superficial concerns, we would be a much
more cohesive and enriched society.
Pauline Bolch
Thank you for remaining strong and proud in your culture and
allowing us non-Indigenous people to learn, engage, walk alongside
you and be proud of our First Nations people and culture. Your
willingness to engage and include all people in sharing your rich
culture is a privilege, in light of the dispossession and displacement
of your people by the hands of our colonists. Together we are strong
and together we can reconcile the past and ensure a strong and
proud future.

Carolyn Wallace
I am inspired by the strong emphasis on relationships with family,
community and country.

What inspires me is the connection to land, people,
story and spirituality; the respect and acceptance of the
natural ebbs and flows of the land and its seasons…
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In the

Mailbag

Learning outside
the comfort zone
Chris McCaw teaches ‘Philosophy’ and ‘Extended
Investigation’ at The University High School in Melbourne,
and is a PhD candidate at the Melbourne Graduate
School of Education. His current research explores the
implications of contemplative practices for teaching and
teacher education. In this article we hear from Chris about
his Masters project and how he used Picture This cards
during the research.

Diverse interpretations of the same image
Many different cards were selected by students to represent their
experience, and occasionally the same card came to mean quite
different things for different students. One interesting example was
when a student chose the image of a skateboarder in mid-flight to
illustrate the feeling of discomfort he experienced while participating
in the program with fewer boundaries and more scope for selfdirection than the normal classroom environment.

My Masters research project was an investigation into the different
learning environments inhabited and negotiated by high school
students. Working as a teacher in traditional school subjects, and also
in an alternative experiential learning program for Year 9 students, I
became curious about how students made sense of the very different
ways of learning offered in the different programs.

Stories like this highlighted the ambivalent nature of students’
relationship to freedom and constraint within school life. Although
somewhat predictable responses were initially given to abstract
questions such as: ‘What is learning?’ and ‘What is the purpose of
school?’, student narratives supported by the use of the Picture This
cards revealed more subtle, rich and diverse interpretations. These
included deeper and more transformative conceptions of learning,
a critical questioning of the purpose of schooling, as well as efforts
to interpret and navigate the, at times, dissonant, pedagogical
environments of schooling.

Aim of the study
I conducted a small empirical study involving group interviews with
students who were 1) currently completing the alternative program,
2) recent graduates of the program, and 3) senior students who
had completed the program in past years (22 participants in total).
The aim of the study was to explore students’ ideas of learning
and the purposes of schooling, and how these were influenced by
participation in the alternative middle-years program.

Reproducing some of the Picture This images in the final thesis report
allowed a rich juxtaposition of the broad themes arising in the group
interviews, direct quotations from students and the image cards
selected by students to accompany their stories.

Photo-elicitation methodology was used during data collection. The
75 cards from Picture This (published by Innovative Resources) were
spread out on a table in the interview room. Twice in each interview
students were asked to sort through the cards and select one or more
that represented their experience, or would help them tell a story
regarding a particular question. The Picture This cards encouraged
participants’ involvement; supporting storytelling, metaphorical
thinking and the emergence of multiple perspectives.

Able to…
In the last issue of SOON we invited your suggestions
for some additions to our Reflexions card set.
Currently, three of the 48 cards are: ‘ABLE TO make
decisions’, ‘ABLE TO work with others’ and ‘ABLE TO
change’. They name three catalysts for bringing about
change for young people. We said we’d like to include
some more and asked you for your suggestions.

The aim of the study
was to explore students’
ideas of learning and the
purposes of schooling, and
how these were influenced
by participation in the
alternative middle-years
program.

Learning outside the comfort zone
Overall, the results of the study convinced me that alternative
school programs which support students to work outside of their
comfort zone, whilst occasionally inducing some disequilibrium, can
significantly enhance students’ experience of schooling in the long
term. An article summarising the research project is currently under
review for publication in the Australian educational journal Curriculum
Perspectives.

What a fantastic response we received from
many of you! Thank you very much. We
heard from people working in a wide range
of areas including homelessnes support,
community learning, education, supervision,
HIPPY programs, adoption services,
pastoral care, disability support, family
services, counselling, and speech
pathology. There were commonalities in many of your suggestions, and there
were some unique ones as well. Here is a tantalising sample:
Able to …
• ask for help. (Many of you suggested this one. We had this on our list too.)
• think outside the box. (Several of you suggested versions of this one.)
• accept myself and others. (Several of you suggested forms of this one.)
• understand what it means. (A unique, open and intriguing suggestion.)
We really appreciated every single one of your suggestions, and as a result,
we are considering a whole new card set. Watch this space!
PS We haven’t forgotten the freebie promise for three contributors.
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Reseller

Profile
Innovative Resources has a group of dedicated resellers
dotted all over the world. In this issue of SOON, we hear from
Incentive Plus in the United Kingdom.

Incentive Plus

Hi, I’m Maggie Rigby, Managing Director of Incentive Plus—the biggest
supplier of social, emotional, behavioural, mental health and wellbeing
resources in the United Kingdom.
We’re proud to be a UK distributor of Innovative Resources’ card sets,
and they continue to be, year after year, resounding bestsellers. Our top
favourites, not surprisingly, are The Bears, Strength Cards, Strength
Cards for Kids, Stones Have Feelings Too, and Mates Traits.
All the Innovative Resources designs are not only unique and extremely
endearing, but also they are very easy for people to relate to, whatever
their age. This makes them very popular with our main target market of
schools, and with other areas such as fostering and adoption, children’s
homes, social services—in fact, anyone working with vulnerable children
and young people.

Maggie Rigby.

The team at Incentive Plus offers a first-class customer service providing
an extensive range of the very best resources, sourced from all around
the world in subjects such as Behaviour Management, Bullying, Conflict
Resolution, Truancy and Exclusion, and Anger Management. Please visit
our website to see this selection: www.incentiveplus.co.uk
And the most rewarding part of our business is … we know we make
a difference!

Matthew Duester (Left) and Ben McAllister.

My Life as a Car

‘We hope that, over the years,
we have helped equip our children
with some tools for making choices
that will serve them well.’

The ability to make good choices is a crucial life skill, and one most
people develop only through much trial and error. Even with lots of
practice under our belt, we can still really struggle to make choices.
Using the metaphor of ourselves as a vehicle, we reach a crossroad
and we idle there for a very long time wondering which road to take.
Sometimes it feels like we have one foot on the accelerator and the other
on the brake and we are spinning our wheels. And sometimes any road
would ultimately lead to our destination. We might say to ourselves in
frustration, ‘Just go ahead and choose one of the roads … pu-leeeease!’
It’s hard because sometimes a wrong choice can have dire consequences. It’s every
parent’s nightmare that our children may make choices that spin them off the road. We
hope that if that does happen they can apply the brakes, do a u-turn or abandon the
car altogether and take up walking instead. In other words, we hope that, over the years,
they have picked up some tools for making good choices. We hope they will know when
their fuel tank is low and their tyre has a puncture. We hope they will have some tools in
the boot so they can do some running repairs in an emergency. Or better still, they will
know how to set off in a safe car, on a well-illumined street, with a good GPS mapping
system, seat belt firmly in place, and without any distracting back-seat drivers.
We all make mistakes; it takes truckloads of practice to travel the high-roads and
low-roads of life, with many a wrong turn along the way. Thankfully, the ‘wrong’
turn can lead to the ‘right’ turn in the end.
Karen Bedford

Resources for jump-starting
conversations about how young people
and children are travelling in their lives
and making choices along the way:
Cars ‘R’ Us:
Cat No: 4400; AU$59.50
Choosing Strengths:
Cat No: 2400; AU$49.50
Reflexions:
Cat No: 3200; AU$49.50
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Workshops and

Training

Our Place or Yours?

The Training Room at Innovative Resources is a hive of activity these days with teams
coming for staff development, organisations booking the room for meetings, and most
of all, with the tools workshops and practice training on offer at ‘Our Place’. We’re very
happy to offer training at ‘Your Place’ as well—see below for where we will be in the
next few months.

Our Place

Your Place

Strengths Approach to Practice*

We will be travelling far and wide over the next few months to
deliver tools workshops and practice training for a wide range of
organisations including CatholicCare, OzChild, Salvation Army,
Red Cross, Uniting Care, Bethany Community Support
and Anglicare South Australia.

This highly-engaging and practical training facilitates the learning
of strengths-based principles, skills and resources that can be
applied immediately in practice.
DATE:
VENUE:
		
COST:

CLOSI

NG SO
Wednesday 6 July, 2016
ON
IR Training Room, 62 Collins Street,
Kangaroo Flat (Bendigo)
$240 inc GST. Includes all catering for the day.

Want us to come to Your Place? Email or call to discuss
your training needs: info@innovativeresources.org
phone: 03 5446 0500

Tools of the Trade*

Explore the power of tools and resources to transform practice.
Walk away with a myriad of ideas for activities that can fast-track
change with children, youth and families and in communities,
organisations and teams.
DATE:
VENUE:
		
COST:

CLOS

ING SO
Thursday 7 July, 2016
ON
IR Training Room, 62 Collins Street,
Kangaroo Flat (Bendigo)
$240 inc GST. Includes all catering for the day.

*Register for both workshops for $425 inc GST
—a saving of $55.

The Literary Therapist

Find ways for your writing to take flight; you know it’s time. Join
us to explore the power of writing as a tool for counselling, mental
health, family and group work. Claim its potency for social change,
self-care and critical reflection. Uncover the author, facilitator and
creative genius within you and your clients.
DATE:
Monday 12 and Tuesday 13 September, 2016
VENUE: Buda Historic Homestead, Castlemaine, Victoria
COST:
$385.00 incl GST

Social Inclusion:
The Hidden Key to Client Outcomes

Explore the most far-reaching paradigm shift yet: People not
Cases; Contributors not Clients. Join John Bonnice and discover
what workers and agencies can do to move to a more holistic
mode of service delivery that shifts the foundation of our work in
profound yet practical ways.
DATE:
VENUE:
		
COST:

Celebrating 25 years
of Publishing Conversationbuilding Resources!

Tuesday 18 October, 2016
IR Training Room, 62 Collins Street,
Kangaroo Flat (Bendigo)
$240 inc GST. Includes all catering for the day.

ONLINE NOW!
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